Advanced Alert Reporting
Part 1: Introduction
A customer recently reached out to me with an interesting request: they needed a screen for their NOC that listed
active alerts, with the “Acknowledge” option available, which was sorted by a custom property (in this case, the
importance of the server).
While the first two items (open alerts and the acknowledge button) are already present in the default Alerts &
Activity, Alerts menu option (which takes you to the “All Active Alerts” page). You can see an example of this in the
online demo: https://oriondemo.solarwinds.com/Orion/NetPerfMon/Alerts.aspx.
But the need to sort by a custom property throws a wrench into things. It shouldn’t, but it does. The All Active Alerts
page is a resource, not a report. There’s no option to edit this object or include additional elements.
The next logical option is to create a report. There, we’d be able to add more fields. In fact, the “All Active Alerts”
report, included in all Orion® installations, is a perfect starting place (again, here is a sample from the online demo:
https://oriondemo.solarwinds.com/Orion/Report.aspx?ReportID=116&ReturnTo=aHR0cHM6Ly9vcmlvbmRlbW8uc2
9sYXJ3aW5kcy5jb20vb3Jpb24vcmVwb3J0cy92aWV3cmVwb3J0cy5hc3B4).
However, the challenge you quickly run into is that there’s no “acknowledge” button that can be included in a
report.
This describes the situation my customer was in, and why they’d reached out to me. They asked, “Do you know
anyone on the development team who could make this happen?”
In short, I did know someone who could make it happen: me. Now that’s not to say I’m some magical developer
unicorn who flies in on my hovercraft, dumps sparkle-laden code upon a problem, and all is solved. In fact, I’m not
much of a programmer at all. Nobody will ever weep with joy at the sublime and elegant beauty of my code. In fact,
the most complimentary thing anyone’s ever said about something I wrote was “Well, it ran. That time.” (And their
tone implied they weren’t quite sure HOW it ran in the first place.)
No, I think of myself less as a DevOps unicorn and more of a DevOps ferret—a creature that scrabbles around,
seeking out hidden corners and openings, and delves into them to see what secret treasures they hold. Often, all
you come out with is a rusty tin can or a dead mouse. But every once in a while, you find a valuable gem.
And in this case, my past ferreting through the Orion Platform’s dark corners had left me with just the right stockpile
of tricks and tools to provide a solution.
While I’m going to delve into the specifics in future posts, I want to provide an overview here, along with enough of
a shorthand that you may be able to use this as the starting point for your own needs.
First: there’s no need to do all the hard work. I’ve posted my version of this report here
(https://thwack.solarwinds.com/docs/DOC-204064), ready for you to download and adapt. Remember that famous
T.S. Eliot quote,

“Immature poets imitate; mature poets steal.”
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And therefore, I advise you, much like Abbie Hoffman, to “Steal This Report.”
I’ve posted the SWQL code below, as well. A few notes about the specifics of what this report is doing/expecting:
•
•
•

It is largely based on the default “All Active Alerts” report. I do not mean to imply in any way that I was the
author of that wonderful resource
It pulls a Node custom property named “importance,” which is intended for sorting of the actual report
In addition to the “Acknowledge Alert” link, the name of the object that triggered the alert is clickable as
well

The SWQL Query
SELECT DISTINCT
AlertActive.AlertActiveID, AlertObjects.AlertObjectID, AlertConfigurations.Name,
AlertConfigurations.Severity, AlertConfigurations.ObjectType,
AlertObjects.EntityUri, AlertObjects.EntityType, AlertObjects.EntityDetailsURL,
AlertObjects.RelatedNodeID, NodeCP.Importance,
'<A HREF="'+AlertObjects.EntityDetailsURL+'" target="_blank">'+AlertObjects.EntityCaption+'</a>'
AS Caption,
'<A HREF="/Orion/Netperfmon/AckAlert.aspx?AlertDefID='+tostring(AlertObjects.AlertObjectID)+'"
target="_blank">ClickToAck</a>' AS AcknowledgeIt,
ToLocal(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime) AS TriggeredDateTime, AlertObjects.LastTriggeredDateTime,
AlertActive.TriggeredMessage AS Message,
AlertActive.AcknowledgedDateTime, AlertActive.Acknowledged AS Acknowledged,
AlertActive.AcknowledgedBy, AlertActive.AcknowledgedNote,
Case
When Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/86400)>0 Then
ToString(ToString(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate())
+0.0)/86400))+'d '+
ToString(Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 86400*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/86400))) +
0.0)/3600))+'h '+
ToString(Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 3600*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/3600))) + 0.0)/60))+'m
')
When Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 86400*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/86400))) +
0.0)/3600)>0 Then
ToString(ToString(Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 86400*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/86400))) +
0.0)/3600))+'h '+
ToString(Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 3600*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/3600))) + 0.0)/60))+'m
')
When Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 3600*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/3600))) + 0.0)/60)>0
Then
ToString(ToString(Floor(((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) 3600*(Floor((SecondDiff(AlertActive.TriggeredDateTime,GetUtcDate()) + 0.0)/3600))) + 0.0)/60))+'m
')
Else ''
End AS ActiveTime
FROM Orion.AlertObjects (nolock=true) AlertObjects
INNER JOIN Orion.AlertActive (nolock=true) AlertActive ON
AlertObjects.AlertObjectID=AlertActive.AlertObjectID
INNER JOIN Orion.AlertConfigurations (nolock=true) AlertConfigurations ON
AlertConfigurations.AlertID=AlertObjects.AlertID
INNER JOIN Orion.Nodes (nolock=true) Nodes ON AlertObjects.RelatedNodeID = Nodes.NodeID
INNER JOIN Orion.NodesCustomProperties (nolock=true) NodeCP on AlertObjects.RelatedNodeID =
NodeCP.NodeID
Order By AlertConfigurations.Name, AlertObjects.EntityCaption
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Part 2: Making Web-Based Reports Do Your Bidding
I realized that the skills needed to address the customer request weren’t particularly complex or specialized, but
they relied on the monitoring engineer to be familiar with certain fundamental aspects of the Orion® Platform that
not everyone has had a chance to explore. And so, in this chapter (and in the two that come after this), I’m going to
dive into each one of those techniques. Just so you have a map, they are:
1.
2.
3.

Making customizations to the data that feeds a web-based report (you are here)
Adding HTML links to the data returned in a report, so items are clickable
Creation an “action” column in a report that lets you perform a management task, such as acknowledging
an alert

The Magic Word is “SWQL”
When I speak of customizing reports, I’m not focusing on the cosmetic items like the title, colors, logos, etc. I want
to get at the data. While there are a host of pre-existing views, tables, and Orion objects that you can pull into a
report simply by selecting them (and I strongly recommend you have a look, via all the pre-built reports that you get
upon installation of Orion and each SolarWinds module), the true power of the Orion Platform has always been the
ability to pull information directly from the database and display it however you want. All it takes is a little knowhow.
As I mentioned in the last post, I started with the “All Active Alerts” report, then customized it to my needs. I believe
this is the best way to begin most projects because it usually gets you further ahead than you would if you’d started
from scratch.
Going to the Reports, All Reports menu, I found my starting report and opened it to see what it looked like.

Taking this as my starting point, I knew there were a few things I wanted to do:
1. Add my custom property for node importance
2. Sort the report by the importance value
3. Get rid of the grouping
Of course, I don’t want to directly edit this report because I may want to fall back to the original at some point, so
instead of clicking “Edit Report,” I go back to the report list and click the “Manage Reports” link in the upper-right
corner. Then I find my report again, select it, and click “Duplicate and Edit.”
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Now we’re ready to get to work. Of course, you should change the title of the report first thing, along with other
essentials like the logo, footer, etc. But the meat-and-potatoes of the work is the tiny little “edit” button that rests
next to the “For” drop-down.

Clicking this will bring up the “Add Content” window, and you’ll be automatically dropped into the query editor.
There are other options—static device selection and a dynamic query builder that strongly resembles the system
used to create alerts. But we’re going to focus on SWQL because that’s one of the most useful (and often leastappreciated) skills a monitoring specialist can develop.
From within that window, you can include additional tables, add fields, and more. There’s only one problem: there’s
no explorer, let alone a “test” option, so you have no way of knowing if any of your edits are going to work.
Or do you?

The Entrance to the Chamber of SWQL Secrets
...lies through SWQL Studio.
Now, many will say that the dynamic query builder is the way to go, and I won’t argue that it’s a good start for many
projects. But there are still limitations to the query builder, including the inability to pull in data from other tables,
and that’s precisely what we need here.
Without a web-based tool, where does a monitoring specialist turn? To the Orion Software Developer’s Kit (SDK).
This free set of tools can be downloaded from GitHub (https://github.com/solarwinds/OrionSDK) and has a large and
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active forum on the THWACK® community (https://thwack.solarwinds.com/community/resources/orionsdk) with plenty of how-to guides and tutorials to get you started.
Now if your first thought is that the SDK is meant for, well, “developers,” you wouldn’t be wrong. But the fact is that
it’s a great tool for any SolarWinds aficionado to have in their toolkit because it includes the SWQL Studio, which lets
you interactively (and safely) explore the entire Orion database and schema.

As long as you have a grasp of SQL query basics, you can use the SWQL Studio as a jumping-off point to create far
more powerful alerts, reports, and resources.
In this example, we’re going to take the existing “All Alerts” query and add the “importance” custom property to the
output.
Getting connected in SWQL Studio is just a matter of inputting the name or IP of your primary Orion polling engine
along with the username and password you normally use to log in through the web portal.
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Now the first thing I want to do is make sure I know where those darn custom properties are. If you’ve used
SolarWinds tools for a few years, then you know they’ve moved from the main Nodes table into their own table.

I didn’t use any magic tricks here. I just kept clicking and searching until I found something that said “custom
properties” on it. To be certain it had the information I wanted (i.e., the “Importance” custom property”), I rightclicked the table and clicked “Generate Select Query,” then the “Run” button to see the data.
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Scrolling through the columns, I found the “Importance” column and verified the data, so I knew I had found what I
needed.
Now... how to get that into the Alerts query?

The SWQL Two-Step Tango
First things first, I needed to pull the query out of the existing All Alerts report. This didn’t prove difficult at all, as I
just duplicated the existing report (because I’ve worked in IT for more than 15 minutes, so I know to make backup
copies of everything), click the “Edit” link next to the data source drop-down, et voila! There’s my query.

I can cut and paste that into the SWQL Studio just to see how it runs.
Now, the next step really leans on your existing SQL knowledge. You should see that the Custom Properties table
uses NodeID as its key field. The question is whether that data exists in any of the tables that the original All Alerts
report uses. To figure that out, I found each of the tables in the All Alerts query and did that same “Generate Select
Query” action to see what fields were there.
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Wouldn’t you know it, the Orion.AlertObjects table includes a “Related NodeID” field, which works perfectly for us.
Now I can add the table source to the bottom of the All Alerts query with this line:
INNER JOIN Orion.NodesCustomProperties (nolock=true) NodeCP
ON AlertObjects.RelatedNodeID = NodeCP.NodeID
Then add the “Importance” field to the list of fields being collected:
SELECT DISTINCT
NodeCP.Importance, AlertActive.AlertActiveID,
AlertObjects.AlertObjectID, AlertConfigurations.Name,

Once I verify that everything works in SWQL Studio, I can copy and paste it back into the Customized All Alerts
report in my Orion Portal.
But that’s only half (OK, more like three-quarters) of the battle. Just because I’m pulling that field into the data
source doesn’t mean it’s going to show. Now I have to use the “Edit Table” button to add the new field.
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And move it to the first column position.

Now I’m able to customize the report display by removing the grouping (that’s just a personal preference of mine)
and sort the results first by importance, then by alert name, and finally by node name.
When I run it, I have the report I wanted (at least so far).
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Part 3: Advanced Alert Reporting: Hyperlinks in Data Output
In the last chapter I covered the techniques you need to customize a report by adding new data sources (tables),
and fields. Now it’s time for me to show you how to add HTML code into your SWQL query so that the resulting data
set includes clickable elements.

What Are We Trying To Do?
While there are a lot of data points that could potentially use a clickable link in a report, I’m going to go with a fairly
simple and obvious one for starters. Once you have the concept, you’ll see how easily it can be applied in so many
other situations. For this example, I’m going to make the Node Name clickable, so that clicking it takes you to the
Node Details page for that device.
“You can be a millionaire and never pay taxes!
You say... “Steve, how can I be a millionaire and never pay taxes?”
“First, get a million dollars...”
•
from Steve Martin’s “Cruel Shoes”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXmQW_aqBks)
As with my previous post, I’m going to be modifying the “All Alerts” report. Right now, the column called “caption” is
actually the name of whatever element (interface, disk, node, application, etc.) that triggered the alert. So, the first
part of this process, somewhat obviously, is to add the node name to the report.
As with the “Importance” field, the first thing I need to do is figure out which table has the field I want. Unlike the
previous post, this one is a no-brainer: the Orion.Nodes table.
Once again, I’m going to test this out in SWQL Studio before copy/pasting the final version into the edited report.
I’m going to add a JOIN to include the Nodes table to the query.

And add the node name (i.e., “Caption”) field to the output. Note that I’m going to relabel it “NodeName” so it’s
differentiated from the existing “Caption” field.

After adding the new column to my report, everything is working fine. Now let’s dig in to how to make this clickable.

Key Concepts
Before diving into the specific steps, I want to clarify the basic skills and knowledge I’m drawing on to make this
happen:
1. HTML. You should understand how tags work, specifically the <A HREF=””> tag (HTML a href Attribute)
2. Literals in a SQL query (How to Use Literal Character Strings in SQL SELECT Statement for MySQL)
3. Concatenating multiple elements in a SQL query (+ (String Concatenation) (Transact-SQL) - SQL Server |
Microsoft Docs)
With those prerequisites out of the way, we can move on to the Orion-specific aspects.
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The first thing you need to know is that there’s already a field ready-made for this in the Nodes table, called
“DetailsURL.” So, adding it to the existing field output is trivial.

Slightly Off-Topic Detour
If all we actually wanted was to make the Node Name clickable, then this process would be VERY simple:
• Add the Caption and DetailsURL field from the Orion.Nodes table
• Add both of those fields to the report
• Click the “Advanced” arrow for the DetailsURL column and click the “Hide” checkbox
• Now, click the “Advanced” arrow for the NodeName column
• In the Display Settings drop-down, select “Details Page Link”

Because we only have one DetailsURL link, Orion Report Writer knows what we mean, and the Node names will be
clickable.
And honestly, this is the right way to do things if all you want is a clickable column. I’m only showing you the more
roundabout way because I want you to understand the techniques to add HTML to your query output, because
we’re going to use that in the next post.

Meanwhile, Back at the SQL
OK, so just as a reminder, what we’re doing here is creating a field that lists the node name and is clickable in the
report.
• The node name field is “Nodes.Caption” (or more specifically, “Nodes.Caption AS NodeName”)
• The field that has the Node url is Nodes.DetailsURL
• A web link uses the <A HTTP=”URL”>
• Surround literal elements in a SQL query with a single quote
• Combining elements together into a single output (i.e., “concatenation”) in a SQL query uses the + symbol
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With all that said, the following line should make sense:
‘<A HREF=”’+AlertObjects.EntityDetailsURL+’” target=”_blank”>’+Nodes.Caption+’</a>’ AS NodeName,

Adding that to the All Alerts Report query we’ve been building. At the same time, you can remove the
Nodes.Caption AS NodeName and Nodes.DetailsURL fields since we’ve effectively combined both of them into a
single field output.
Adding the new column to the table will yield a report that looks like this:

Obviously, we have a problem with display. Click the “Advanced” arrow for the new NodeName column and check
the “Allow HTML Tags” checkbox.

This will cause Orion to interpret the HTML tags correctly and give you a report that looks more like this:
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Part 4: Creating an Acknowledge Link Where Once There
Was None
In this last chapter I'm going to show how to use those two techniques to add an Acknowledge option, so that a
report showing the current active alerts can be used by NOC staff to also manage those alerts, in addition to simply
listing them out.
As a reminder, I've already built this report and posted it to the Content Exchange
(https://thwack.solarwinds.com/docs/DOC-204064), in case you'd like to use it as a starting point for your own
custom reporting adventure.

Be Alert. The World Needs More Lerts.
When you look at the original "All Active Alerts" page in a standard Orion installation (here's an example from our
live demo: https://oriondemo.solarwinds.com/Orion/NetPerfMon/Alerts.aspx), there's a few things that you may
notice about the "Acknowledge" item:
1. It's modal—meaning it pops up on top of everything else
2. It's interactive—you can add notes, set a permanent option not to be prompted, cancel out, etc.
...and, if you look at the underlying code on the Alerts.aspx page, you'll note that
3. It's actually JavaScript.
Now I'm certain that some enterprising person could embed JavaScript into an Orion custom report. In fact, I
challenge you readers to do so, and post your results to the THWACK® product forums and the Content Exchange to
share with everyone. But I'm a man who knows his limitations—both in terms of programming skill and the time I
have to devote to this side project—so I'm going to go with an easier option: I'm going to use the "Acknowledge"
link you can find in an email alert.
What? You've never set up an email alert with an embedded "acknowledge" link? Well let's rectify that situation
right now.
First, create a new alert.

It doesn't really matter what we call it, and it doesn't even really matter what the alert triggers on, as long as it
triggers at least once. The most important step is to set up an email alert and embed the acknowledge alert link
variable.
Once it's done, I'll kick off that alert, receive the email, and see what that link looks like.
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Let's SWQL One More Time
Now that I know what the link looks like, I have to go back to SWQL studio and see if I can find that link or at least a
portion of it embedded SOMEWHERE. After just a bit of searching, I found it in the AlertObjects table, where there's
an AlertDefID field that matches up with the tail-end of the standard alert URL
"/Orion/Netperfmon/AckAlert.aspx?AlertDefID=".

By concatenating the AlertDefID onto the end of that URL, I'm in busine...
Hang on, it threw an error.
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The issue here is that the URL is a word-based object (a "string" in technical parlance) but the AlertDefID is a
numeric value. So, we need to convert them to match. Since you can't make words into numbers, we'll have to
convert the AlertDefID number so that it's treated as a string:
tostring(AlertObjects.AlertObjectID)
The final field description would look like this:
'<A HREF="/Orion/Netperfmon/AckAlert.aspx?AlertDefID='+tostring(AlertObjects.AlertObjectID)+'"
target="_blank">ClickToAck</a>' AS AcknowledgeIt

I'll add that to my SWQL statement, update it in the report definition, add the "AcknowledgeIt field to the report,
and I have something that looks like this:

The Mostly Un-Necessary Summary
Throughout this ebook, I hope I've shown that seemingly challenging, "advanced" tasks are nothing more than the
combining of relatively simple, common skills or bits of knowledge in new and creative ways. While every IT
practitioner cannot be expected to have every combination of these techniques and concepts, what IS true is that
you can take what you have now and think about how it can be re-used; and as you grow in your skills, knowledge,
and experience, that base of creativity only grows.
But that's not all!
In the next chapter I'll take an introspective turn, and talk about what I learned in all of this from a philosophical,
rather than technical, point of view.
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Chapter 5: What Have We Learned?
At the start of this ebook, I wrote about building a custom report in Orion®. It all started when a customer reached
out with an “unsolvable” problem. Just to be clear, they weren’t trying to play on my ego. They had followed all the
other channels and really did think the problem had no solution. After describing the issue, they asked, “Do you
know anyone on the development team who could make this happen?”
As a matter of fact, I did know someone who could make it happen: me.
That’s not because I’m a super-connected SolarWinds employee who knows the right people to bribe with baklava
to get a tough job done. (I do, but that wasn’t needed here.) Nor was it because, as I said at the beginning of the
week, “I’m some magical developer unicorn who flies in on my hovercraft, dumps sparkle-laden code upon a
problem, and all is solved.”
Really, I’m more like a DevOps ferret than a unicorn—a creature that scrabbles around, seeking out hidden corners
and openings, and delving into them to see what secret treasures they hold. Often, all you come out with is an old
wine cork or a dead mouse. But every once in a while, you find a valuable gem, which I tuck away into my stash of
shiny things. And that leads me to the first big observation I recognized as part of this process:

Lesson #1: IT careers are more often built on a foundation of “found objects”—small tidbits of
information or techniques we pick up along the way—which we string together in new and
creative ways.
And in this case, my past ferreting through the dark corners of the Orion Platform had left me with just the right
stockpile of tricks and tools to provide a solution.
I’m not going to dig into the details of how the new report was built, because that’s what the other four posts in this
series are all about. But I *do* want to list out the techniques I used, to prove a point:
• Know how to edit a SolarWinds report
• Understand basic SQL queries (really just select and joins)
• Have a sense of the Orion schema
• Know some HTML fundamentals
Honestly, that was it. Just those four skills. Most of them are trivial. Half of them are skills that most IT practitioners
may possess, regardless of their involvement with SolarWinds solutions.
Let’s face it, making a loaf of bread isn’t technically complicated. The ingredients aren’t esoteric or difficult to
handle. The process of mixing and folding isn’t something that only trained hands can do. And yet it’s not easy to
execute the first time unless you are comfortable with the associated parts. Each of the above techniques had some
little nuance, some minor dependency, that would have made this solution difficult to suss out unless you’d been
through it before.
Which takes me to the next observation:

Lesson #2: None of those techniques is complicated. The trick was knowing the right
combination and putting them together.
I had the right mix of skills, and so I was able to pull them together. But this wasn’t a task my manager set for me.
It’s not in my scope of work or role. This wasn’t part of a side-hustle that I do to pay for my kid’s braces or feed my
$50-a-week comic book habit. So why would I bother with this level of effort?
OK, I’ll admit—I figured it might make a good story. But besides that?
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I’d never really dug into Orion’s web-based reporting before. I knew it was there, I played with it here and there, but
really dug into the guts of it and built something useful? Nah, there was no burning need. This gave me a reason to
explore and a goal to help me know when I was “done.” Better still, this goal wouldn’t just be a thought experiment,
it was actually helping someone. And that leads me to my last observation:

Lesson #3: Doing for others usually helps you more.
I am now a more accomplished Orion engineer than I was when I started, and in the process I’ve (hopefully) been
able to help others on THWACK® become more accomplished as well.
And there’s nothing complicated about knowing how that’s a good thing.
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